
For people across the country and around the world, this pandemic has
brought about a perspective shift and now we all are able to cope with the
situations better than before. In Greenway, with the use of technology and
online learning platforms things have become much easier and are
flourishing well. I am also proud to watch our students grow and blossom
through their involvement in the school co-curricular activities virtually
held time to time. The intra school competitions of classes VI – VIII, inter
class debate of IX & X, Korean exchange programme of primary and middle
wing and the participation of 10 students in the Seong Youth forum, our
planet have given a lot of exposure to our students. I felicitate all the
students and teachers associated with all these activities for their huge
success. Apart from non – academic pursuits all our students have had
many opportunities to develop themselves in academic areas and its
application to real world issues and challenges. I congratulate all the
students, parents and staff for the excellent CBSE X and XII results.
I am in awe of all the students’ talent and accomplishments. I am incredibly
impressed by how hard the entire team of Greenway worked. 
Always be high spirited and vehement. My wishes and blessings to all. 
Stay positive, keep safe.
                                                                                                                     - Mohit Sachdeva
                                                                                                                                  (Principal)
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  ACHIEVERS OF CBSE 
RESULT CLASS X & XII (2020-2021)

YOGA DAY WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY

Greenway Modern school celebrated World Environment Day virtually
with great fanfare on June 5th, 2021. The main purpose of the
celebration was to spread awareness about the need to protect the
environment and the ways to do it. The students planted saplings and
took a pledge to save the environment. They made posters, wrote
slogans, articles self-composed poems. The Principal of the school
appreciated the efforts of the students & teachers that even during
Pandemic the students are taking initiative to protect the environment.

To commemorate yoga day Greenway Modern School celebrated
YOGA WEEK from 15th June 2021 to 21st June 2021 in which the

students and teachers actively participated. The students depicted
various asanas through posters, videos, and a quiz was also

especially conducted for class 11th &12th students. The subject
teachers integrated yoga with their respective subject is

 CREATIVE ART INTEGRATION.
A highly effective and influential yoga session was kept for

teachers by renowned yoga therapist founder trustee of Anubhuti
Yog. She explained through simple yoga asanas how stress can be

relieved.
 

SCHOOL TOPPERS
CLASS-XIICLASS-X

CBSE X & XII TOPPERS MEET UP WITH PRINCIPAL SIR 
An interaction session was organized by the school with Principal Sir to

congratulate the CBSE class 10th and 12th toppers on August 13, 2021.
Altogether, 15 toppers from both classes were called up in physical mode.

The honorable principal sir graced the meet-up with his presence and
bestowed all the students with his blessings.

The students were also made aware of the hurdles and obstacles they'd be
facing in the future. Their life choices and aspirations were discussed. It

was a heartwarming moment for the students as well as the teachers,
having made an unbeatable record in the field of academics. The Senior

Academic In-charge & Activity In charge were also present.



The WORLD POPULATION DAY is observed on July 11th all over the
world. It serves to highlight the growing problems that come with a

growing population. The theme of the day this year is "Raise
Awareness around women's and girl's needs for sexual &

reproductive health. Greenwanians observed this day by making
posters that depicted how harmful is the increasing population for

the growth of the economy. 
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Father's Day was celebrated virtually with enthusiasm the students
showcased their love and respect for their fathers through various
activities such as photo collage, greeting cards, fridge magnet, key
chains, posters, and senior wing students made a short video
expressing their gratitude towards their father.

WORLD POPULATION DAY

FATHER'S DAY WORLD DOCTORS DAY

Doctors Day is celebrated every year on 1st July to thank and acknowledge
the doctors of their country for their dedicated services to the patients. This

day is also celebrated to commemorate the birth & death of former chief
minister of West Bengal Dr. Bifhan Chandra Rot.Greenwanians also paid

their tribute to the doctors by making posters, writing slogans. It was
indeed a heartfelt gesture by the school to the doctors all over the world.

School Principal Mr.Mohit Sachdeva appreciated the efforts of the students
& teachers for their commendable work.

 

WORLD NATURE CONSERVATION DAY

World Nature Conservation Day is observed on 28 July every year around the
world to raise awareness about the significance of natural resources. Greenway
Modern School Eco Club has pledged to conserve the environment and mother

earth. The principal of the school appreciated the efforts of the students &
teachers.

 

INTERNATIONAL TIGER DAY 

International Tiger Day is an annual celebration to raise awareness for tiger
conservation, held annually on 29 July. It was founded in 2010 at the Saint

Petersburg Tiger Summit. In light of this, the students of Greenway Modern
School were required to make posters/ write Slogans to Save tigers.Students

who watched the movie *Sherni* (released on Amazon prime) showcases
nature and man fight against a forest officer as she and her team of locals and

trackers attempt to capture a disturbing tigress, shared their review. 
 

https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=S6RT6+pCS2CVHQgWT+ZHsMAtAMuG6ahhAnW4eYDsLLORlAXRKOim0E6B6oQAPgVL
https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=S6RT6+pCS2CVHQgWT+ZHsMAtAMuG6ahhAnW4eYDsLLORlAXRKOim0E6B6oQAPgVL


15th August 1947 was pleasantly noteworthy or memorable in
the history of India as people of the Country got emancipation

from the tyrant clutches of the Britishers. All people
commemorate this national festival with great exhilaration.
 On 14 August 2021 Greenway also celebrated the day with

great cheerfulness. A special assembly was conducted to mark
the occasion.

The venerable Principal, Mr. Mohit Sachdeva unfurled the
National Flag and addressed everyone with great zeal and

gusto. Patriotic Poems and Songs were recited by the teachers.
The exotic group dance was also presented by the male faculty

of Greenway. In the end, the Principal delivered a vote of
thanks and planted a sapling to pay homage to our brave

soldiers and sublime martyrs.
On 15th August, the online virtual event, SAMARPAN- A
QUEST FOR FREEDOM was broadcasted via the YouTube

Channel of the school wherein students as well as the teachers
depicted the significance of freedom changing from one era to

the other. The program was highly appreciated by parents.
The Principal, Mr. Mohit Sachdeva applauded the efforts of

the students and teachers. To display their love and respect for
the nation, Greenwanians made posters and drawings and

celebrated the day with great ardor.
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INDEPENDENCE DAY

JANMASHTAMI

On the occasion of Janmashtami, a virtual celebration was held by
the primary wing of Greenway Modern School with great fervor.
Remembering the magnanimous and chivalrous life of Krishna,

the students, picked its various roles of him – Krishna as a son, as
a friend and philosopher and as a warrior. The students also made

wonderful posters. The students enthralled the viewers by the
end rapture ring recitation from the Bhagwad Geeta

 

TEACHER'S DAY & HINDI DIWAS

On 5 September 2021, Greenway celebrated Teachers’ Day along with
Hindi Diwas virtually.

The entire programme was published on YouTube and made live for the
teachers, students & parents. The students paid their 

gratitude and showed love to their teachers through various presentations.
The students of the middle and senior wing presented dance, skit, speech,
poetry, etc. It was the celebration of Hindi Diwas as well that is celebrated

on 14 September every year. Students displayed the importance of the
Hindi language through the medium of dance, skit, and speech. The whole

programme was organized by the Hindi Department of the school.
 The principal of the school, Mr. Mohit Sachdeva commended the efforts

 of the students and teachers.
 

RAKSHABANDHAN
Rakshabandhan is a festival which celebrates the bond of brother & sister. It is one

of the most important festivals, people celebrate it with abundant zeal and
enthusiasm.  Greenwanians also celebrated this festival with great zeal &

enthusiasm. They made handmade Rakhis sweets and shared Kodak moments of
their brother/sister. Principal of the school appreciated the efforts of the students&

teachers that during these Pandemic also all festivals are celebrated with lot of
enthusiasm & zeal



SADBHAWNA DIWAS

Sadbhavana Diwas is observed nationwide on 20th August every year. The theme of Sadbhavana
Diwas is to promote National Integration and communal harmony among people of all religions
languages and regions. The idea behind the observance of Sadbhavana Diwas is to eschew violence
and to promote goodwill among the people. Greenwanians also observed Sadbhavana Diwas by
taking a pledge that they will work for emotional oneness and harmony of all the people of India
regardless of caste region, religion, or language.

WORKSHOPS

HANDLING EXAMINATION ANXIETY
 AND 

TIME MANAGEMENT 

Our school has launched a series of Online Counseling
Programme, "You matter-. The wellness confab", as a part of
which the first online counseling program was organized for
the students of class 6 to 8 on 4th Sep’21 by Ms. Pooja Sharma

(Special Educator) and Ms. Shivani Vats (Educational
Counselor). The topic of the workshop was “Handling

examination anxiety and Time Management ”. The program
aimed to inculcate time management in the students and
taught them how to deal with exam anxiety. The children

were taught how to manage their time effectively and how to
cope with the examination stress. Students participated
actively in the session which was full of information and

learning. The Counseling Session was very interactive. Both
the resource persons were very energetic and were well

connected with the students. The program was well organized
and presented.

WILD WISDOM GLOBAL
 CHALLENGE- QUIZ 2021

A Webinar on “WILD WISDOM GLOBAL
CHALLENGE - QUIZ 2021 was organized by WWF on

7th July 2121 for the students of classes 6th to 8th.
Ms. Sana, the resource person, gave stress on

Conservation of Animals. A quiz was conducted by
her and our students participated with great zeal.
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https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=S6RT6+pCS2CVHQgWT+ZHsG+8bkMAKiWsAhS3ckYUIiOUAYW2LSYYaShSQHC4rCvZ
https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=S6RT6+pCS2CVHQgWT+ZHsG+8bkMAKiWsAhS3ckYUIiOUAYW2LSYYaShSQHC4rCvZ
https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=S6RT6+pCS2CVHQgWT+ZHsG+8bkMAKiWsAhS3ckYUIiOUAYW2LSYYaShSQHC4rCvZ
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LISTENING SKILLS WORKSHOP

‘SAMVAD’

On 18 June 2021, Greenway Modern
School conducted an informal

interactive session (Samvad) with
the newly joined students of

Classes IX to XII. It was a virtual
session that was conducted on

Zoom. The session was a
rendezvous of the students and the

dynamic principal of the school,
Mr. Mohit Sachdeva who not only
interacted well with the students
but also emboldened them to toil

and strive to be the best version of
themselves and bring laurels to the

school.
 

 A WEBINAR ON IMPORTANCE OF BREAKFAST

A Webinar on “IMPORTANCE OF BREAKFAST” was
organized for the parents and students of classes Nursery to

8th by the Department of Nutrition and Dietetics a
renowned College from Bangalore in partnership with

PepsiCo India Holdings Pvt Ltd and the Food Safety and
Standards Authority Of India (FSSAI) on 6th July 2021,

emphasizing on Why is it important to have breakfast.
 

VIRTUAL GAMING LEARNING WORKSHOP

Virtual Gaming learning workshop was organized by NITI AAYOG for
the students of class 6 to 8 on 2nd Sep’21 by Jitender Kumar and Neeraj,

Lead consultant from learning links foundation.
The topic of the workshop was “Gaming & she coding ”. The workshop
aimed to enhance the thinking and logical skills in the students. The

children were taught the ways to do coding and developing games. 
Students participated actively in the session which was full of 

information and learning. 
The workshop was very creative and interactive because the resource

persons were very energetic and were well connected with the students.
In short, the workshop was very well organized and presented. The

whole session was very interactive and fun-filled.
 
 

PRESENTATION BY YEONYANG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
(ONLINE EXCHANGE HELD ON 1st July 2021)

 
 

The second cultural Korean exchange program was an amazing
moment to cherish for the young Greenwanians. Through various

presentations, the students of the YEON YANG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
took the students on a virtual trip to Korea. This intercultural

exchange program was a huge success among the students.

VIRTUAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM

The COVID-19-pandemic has affected all of us in many ways, especially the mobility of
the students for the Exchange Programme. Despite all this Greenway Modern School,
Dilshad Garden once again gave a chance to its students for exhibiting their talent in a
new way i.e through the Virtual Exchange Program with MOKDONG ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL of SOUTH KOREA. An online session was organized on 23.06.2021 wherein, our
talented Greenwanians of Class 7 got an opportunity to showcase the culture and
heritage of their country, school, and families through videos and PPTs.

PARTICIPATION IN SEJONG YOUTH 
FORUM - THEME

 ‘OUR PLANET MATTERS’.
 

Sejong Office of Education, South Korea organized a youth forum on the theme ‘OUR
PLANET MATTERS’. On the first day various personalities such as Mr. Choi, Gyo-jin /

Governor of Sejong Office of Education, Mr. Ban, Ki-moon / Former Secretary-General of
the UN, Malcolm Fairbrother, Professor, Umeå University, Sweden and the most

inspirational Amy & Ella Meek, Kid Activists, UK, addressed the event. On the second day,
Mr. Tyler Rasch, TV Personality, Consultant, WWF Brand Ambassador discussed how he

learned about the environment during his childhood and compared it with his higher
studies along with a PPT. Some of the delegates shared their stories of how they resolved
the environmental issue We are very grateful to all the organizers for giving our school

the opportunity to participate. The students who participated in this seminar were:
Nupur Bubna, Aashi Garg, Divyansh Mutreja , Abhay Sood, Eshita Nagaria, Sarthak,

Shreyan Kaul, Vidushi, Anshika Panwar, Deveshi Kaita.

https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=JkIM2nFd/swpEvhcLJ1eT5YO/Lxlp695+UYuKZteII2baJnz6XLXr2Pm+ewQP2mf
https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=JkIM2nFd/swpEvhcLJ1eT9xLfZiey0sT+dfKEI7FxOSCk7cAKCWVFY0IGc2a9yvI
https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=JkIM2nFd/swpEvhcLJ1eT8/pjTUvlZc1Pfn6jBzERO8VdLhULO9tHRSsLK/+kQZ5
https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=S6RT6+pCS2CVHQgWT+ZHsONgk555T0HqcvsPa88ExNPOAXlLCrmJHV9knFf53Jkd
https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=S6RT6+pCS2CVHQgWT+ZHsONgk555T0HqcvsPa88ExNPOAXlLCrmJHV9knFf53Jkd
https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=S6RT6+pCS2CVHQgWT+ZHsONgk555T0HqcvsPa88ExNPOAXlLCrmJHV9knFf53Jkd
https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=S6RT6+pCS2CVHQgWT+ZHsONgk555T0HqcvsPa88ExNPOAXlLCrmJHV9knFf53Jkd
https://www.greenwayschool.org/events?enc=S6RT6+pCS2CVHQgWT+ZHsONgk555T0HqcvsPa88ExNPOAXlLCrmJHV9knFf53Jkd
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ACHIEVEMENTS

CONGRATULATIONS!! TO ARJUN NAMBIAR (XI C) , SAI SANTOSH PAL
(VI F ) & REET GOEL (VIII C) FOR SECURING 1ST POSITION, ANUBHAV
ANAND (X B) 2ND POSITION , AND EKANSH PANWAR (V B) & UTKARSH
AGARWAL (XI C) 3RD POSITIONS RESPECTIVELY IN ATL TINKERFEST
HELD AT RAMJAS SCHOOL, R.K.PURAM.                       

INNOVISION- INTRA
SCHOOL COMPETITION

 
Greenway Modern School organised Intra School Competition for classes VI to

X. Students exhibited their talent in different forms. Through this virtual
Intra School Competition, students were motivated to explore new and

innovative ways to show their aptitude in forms of different activities. There
were three rounds for each class related to the chosen subjects. 

Efforts of the students were judged and appreciated by Ms Deepa Patole, Dr
Sonali Ganguly, Mr Puneet Sharma, Mr Sanjay Sharma, Ms Meena Sharma,

Ms Sana Khan, Ms Meenakshi Moon, Ms Madhavi, Ms Komal, Ms Mohini, Ms
Renu Gupta, Ms Neha Meena.

The winners of the competition are: 
CLASS-6

ENGLISH (PICTIONARY ROUND)
1ST Position: Prisha Shandil   and   Saransh Karajgir of 6-E

2nd Position: Kshitij Kumar   and     Vedanshi   of 6-C
3rd Position: Ashwin iRana   and     Aayush       of 6-A

                    Sai Santosh Pal and Shanaya Joshi  of 6-F
HINDI (VIDEO)

1st Position:   Shanaya Joshi   of 6-F, 2nd Position:   Eipsa   of 6-F  
3rd Position:    Kshitij Kr   of 6-C    and     Dhany Kamboj   of 6-D

Consolation Prize: Shruti Aggarwal  of 6-A and Archisiya  of 6-E
ART AND CRAFT (POSTER MAKING)

1st Position:  Shanaya of 6- F , 2nd Position: Kshitij     of 6- C
3rd Position: Radhika   of 6- E

Consolation Prize: Prattyaksh of 6-F  and Hansika of 6-D
CLASS- 7

ENGLISH (MEMORY GAME)
1st Position:  Apra and Ketan of 7-G , 2nd Position: Shouriya   and Rituraj Singh

Raypa of 7-F , 3rd Position:  Pragya Tayal and Parth Panwar of 7-B
Consolation Prize: Anish Kr Mishra and Ishika Arora of 7-C

MATHS (POWER POINT PRESENTATION)
1st Position:   Shree Rastogi of 7-D
2nd Position:   Aditya Jana   of 7-F

3rd Position:    Nakshatra Saraswat of 7-A
Consolation Prize: Pranya of 7-B

MUSIC  (PATRIOTIC SONG)
1st Position:   Arnab  Chattarjee of 7- D

2nd Position:  Shree Rastogi of 7-D
3rd Position:   Ritu Raj   of 7- F

Consolation Prize: Vidushi of 7- A and Shaurya Panda of  7- G
CLASS- 8

ENGLISH (SMILEY ROUND)
1st Position:  Priyanshi and Tanvi of 8-C,2nd Position: Anshika and Kanish of

8- F , 3rd Position: Avni and Ridhima  of 8- G   and Kripa and Divya of 8-B
SCIENCE (ABRA KA DABRA)

1st Position:   Reet of 8-C
2nd Position:  Pranav of 8-E and Ridhima Tyagi of 8-G

3rd Position:  Anshika Jha of 8-E 
Consolation Prize:  Priyanshi of 8-C and Riddhi of 8-E

DANCE COMPETITION (CLASSICAL DANCE)
1st Position:  Anshikaa Shivam of 8-F

2nd Position:  Tanusha Pant of 8-F
3rd Position:  Shona Panchal of 8-A

Consolation Prize:  Riddhi Sarpal of 8-E
The Principal of the school, Mr. Mohit Sachdeva appreciated the efforts of the

students and teachers.

In St. Petersberg, Russia a video was sent of our students on the
occasion of Janmashtmi to be shown to various delegates which was
appreciated and in every Indian festival our students presentation
will be shown there  

A BIG ACHIEVEMENT 

         A BIG ACHIEVEMENT FOR SCHOOL.

A proud moment for school
Vaibhav Srivastava (11th C) cleared the first
round of NTSE EXAMINATION & reached the
second round

Designing 
Neha Meena

“It is better to debate a question without settling it than to settle a question without debating it.”          -
Joseph Joubert        

Debate is one of the academic activities that gives students creative room to express what they feel. The
event was held online for classes IX & X on 4th & 5th August’21, respectively, on the occasion of ‘World
Population Day’ and was graced with the presence of Ms Deepa Patole, a senior faculty, who adjudged

the debate. She welcomed the participants and conveyed her best wishes for the competition. 
The English teachers, along with the participants were the enthusiastic audience to witness this

exciting event. There were total three rounds-intra class debate, inter section debate & finally inter
class debate. The topic for the final day was – ‘Does Population Explosion have a Harmful Impact on

Wildlife and Vegetation?’ Some participants argued for the motion and some against the motion. The
teams were well prepared and undoubtedly convinced the teachers and the judge of their beliefs and

views. The participants armed with statistics and data made their arguments more emphatic with their
facial expressions and voice modulation.They exhibited great oratory skills. 

The results for the inter class debate are as follows:
Class IX:

 FIRST POSITION- NITYA & PRISHA (IX C)
 SECOND POSITION- AAKARSHIT & DEVESHI KAITA (IX B)

 THIRD POSITION- ANSHIKA PANWAR & CHITRAKSHI (IX G)
Class X:

 STAR SPEAKERS- NUPUR BUBNA (X A)
                                            CHARVI RAO (X A)

                                           ESHITA NAGARIA (X E)
                                            MIHIKA (X F)

 BEST TEAM- ABHAY SOOD & ANUBHAV ANAND (X B)
The competition was an enthralling experience for the speakers as well as for the audience and it was

highly appreciated. The Principal of the school, Mr Mohit Sachdeva applauded the efforts of the
students and teachers.

INTER – CLASS
 DEBATE COMPETITION


